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INTRODUCTION

This epistle is seeing the light of day in response to the Covid-19, or Corona 
Virus, being the cause to postpone our lunch meetings until further notice.

The Horley Probus Committee wants to stay in touch with the Members and the 
Members to stay in touch with each other.   
It is very important, in the situation we find ourselves in, to be “connected”.
Complete isolation from our friends/family is a dangerous thing.

The majority of our Members have access to email - only 4 don’t - and those 
4 will receive proBITS  in printed form.   Hopefully, they’ll relay their words of 
wisdom in a more traditional manner by return.
This way we should be able to connect all Members.

This newsletter can only exist successfully with the cooperation of all 
concerned, that must be obvious to everybody.   I plead therefore with all 
Members to make a contribution, however small.
The email address for proBITS  contributions is easy to remember :

proBITS@icloud.com

Each issue will land in your mailbox on the second Tuesday of the month, the 
same day we would have had lunch.

You will receive a reminder on the Wednesday, in the week before the 
next publication is due, to email your contribution.     You can email your 
contribution for the next issue at any time, day or night, but deadline for 
inclusion is the evening of Tuesday the 2nd, a week before issue.  

Many organisations have a newsletter of some sort.   
Virtually all of them struggle to get the pages filled.   I really hope that 
PROBUS Horley & District, with all its Members having (had) interesting 
professional lives & interests, will prove to be an exception to the rule.
And no, you can’t use the excuse that you haven’t the time .....

                                                                                                                                        editor   



   Hi Mum, we’ve flown to London - behind me is HMS Belfast and the Tower Bridge © JDL

SELFIE OF THE MONTH
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What are the chances ?
In 1964 I had been working at an observatory at Narrabri, north of Sydney.  
Returning home I was waiting at Honolulu airport for a plane to San Francisco.  
The lounge was almost deserted, but there was another chap waiting for the 
same plane.  We got into conversation with the obvious topics of where have 
you been, where are you going, and why.  He was a juke-box sales man 
and knew Narrabri.  He was friendly with a young lady who lived there.  Her 
grandfather, who also lived in Narrabri, did odd jobs including coming out to 
the observatory site to cut down the scrub – only weeds there, no grass – so 
that it did not foul the observing equipment.  Also he kept us well supplied with 
goats’ milk.   What are the odds ?       I received a journal on nuclear physics 
and astrophysics.  Working my way through one copy, the name Narrabri 
caught my eye.  It referred to a second observatory set up there.  The article 
had been written by a lecturer and researcher at Durham Uni. I graduated at 
Durham.  I wrote to her explaining my connections with Durham and Narrabri 
and had the pleasure of meeting her when I visited Durham in 2011. What are 
the chances ?  My connections with Narrabri had ended long ago.                                                                                     
            contributed by  Arthur Browne

We would love to receive your entry for “photo of the month ”
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Shut down 1974.
The three day working week and restricted use of electricity.

Something had to be done. 
I was looking from my office window across the river Thames at Big Ben, my 
office clock.    It could have been a normal day at work for me but the site was 
virtually shut down. 
No machinery was working, the tower cranes were still and no site lighting. 
My staff were busying themselves in their cold offices, there was always 
something to do but nothing worth while was being done by site management 
and operatives.   Construction work was only allowed for three days a week 
and for those three days we were not allowed electricity ! 
In December 1973 the Prime Minister, Edward Heath, announced to 
Parliament that as the result of Industrial action by the Mine Workers and 
others, coal at power stations was at so low a level that to ensure economic 
survival of the nation dramatic action was necessary. 
As from 31 December commercial and industrial premises, with certain 
exceptions, would be limited to a three-day working week, electricity would 
be restricted and many other measures would be imposed.  The Prime Minister 
added that very substantial numbers of people would become unemployed 
...... a great debate followed .... and the measures were imposed.  At the time 
of the Prime Minister’s announcement John Laing Construction was employed 
in building the major stage of the re-development of St. Thomas’ s Hospital, 
directly across the river Thames from the Houses of Parliament. Very imposing, 
white tiled, concrete framed, complex, structures, and to Laing, a multi million 
pound, five year ontract. 
Dave Upton was the Project Manager and led the construction team and I 
worked closely with him with my staff. I also had certain responsibilities with 
other hospitals under construction by Laing .. We were both in our early 
forties, both with a wide experience of construction and when something 
new, to us, cropped up, as it did, we admitted it, worried the subject and took 
action. We were not close friends, we were work colleges and got along fine 
together. I walked into Dave Upton’s office, which was next to mine. He was 
looking out of the window the same as I had been. I don’t recall who said it, 
we probably both made the sentence together, ‘There is someone in those new 
government offices over there who has the power to get us going, come on.’ 
So off we walked along the South embankment and crossed Lambeth Bridge 
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and started entering buildings asking questions. Most places were crowded 
but we got to the right office after about half an hour refusing to be told ‘You 
can’t go in there’ and ‘Wait over there’. Whatever we said must have been 
right, we used the name Laing many times, we were even conducted into the 
right office straight away by the secretary. And what an office! A thick pile 
carpet covering our shoes, framed original artwork on the walls, a brilliant 
shining mahogany desk and a well dressed middle aged gentleman. He was 
the right man. ‘How can I help you ? We told him, through his window we 
indicated our tower cranes across the river, he listened and acted. ‘If you 
wait a while my Secretary will give you authorisation to work full time and to 
have electricity all of the time’ As he showed us to the door he said ‘Give my 
regards to Sir Maurice’ His word was law for that afternoon our St Thomas’ s 
site machinery started and work began. 
Obviously word was passed up the tree and around the firm. I wonder when 
the Managing Director passed the ‘regards’ to Sir Maurice Laing if he said it 
was Dave Upton and myself who had actually received those words and had 
got St. Thomas’ s working ? 
The next day I had several phone calls from other sites ‘The MD says you got 
your site working telling us to do the same’ I told them what we did and added 
we were just lucky. Fortunately these drastic measures soon ceased and 
following a general election the ruling party changed and the rest is history.

A new fish and chips shop owner was talking to the sign painter who had just 
finished the shop’s name on the front.   They were standing inside, looking out. 
The owner said to the painter “I will bet you anything that the chap who is 
looking through the window now is going to ask us what we are going to be 
selling.”   Sure enough, the chap walked to the door, looked at the boxes of 
fish and in a thick Irish accent asked “What are you selling here then ?”   
The owner replied sarcastically, “We’re selling idiots.”   Without skipping a 
beat, the Irishman said, “You are doing well ... Only two left !”

unknown source

There was the person who sent ten puns to friends, with the hope that at least 
one of the puns would make them laugh.  But no pun in ten did. unknown source

contributed by  Bill Chapman
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Holland - which one ?!

Many times people talk about Holland as if it is a country.   This is not true. 
There are in fact two “Hollands” and both are provinces or counties.  
North Holland is the area in which Amsterdam is situated, and South Holland 
is the county below, also on the west coast, with Rotterdam.   The Netherlands 
now has12 counties. Flevoland, the last addition, was added in the 1960’s by 
reclaiming land from the (inland) sea.  It consists of 2 areas divided by water.  
The northern part was formed by putting a dyke into water from shore to shore, 
and pumping the water out over several months, while the southern part was 
formed by putting a dyke into “open” water, creating an island.  The 2 parts 
together are about 1000 sq miles.  One of my nieces lives here and the floor 
of their lounge is about 12 ft below sea level.   Years ago their neighbours, two 
doors away, were working in the garden and dug up a fair sized anchor...
I come from the very north of the Netherlands, a county called Friesland.  It is 
indeed the home of the black&white cows, aptly named Friesians.   The capital 
of the county, Leeuwarden, has a spermbank and register of all the “proper” 
Friesians in the world.  By the way, the town also boasts an unusual call centre.
A group of people decided that they didn’t only want to get together “natural” 
during weekends - they wanted to work in the buff as well.   The only solution 
they could come up with was a nudist call centre.   Very practical - all the 
business is done by phone and it has no visitors.....   Friesland is the only 
county with a proper language of its own.  The others have dialects, some 
quite distinct.   “Fries” is also older than the Dutch language.  Just like the 
Welsh do, signs with the name of a town are bi-lingual.   Friesland can boast 
several famous people.   The artist M.C. Escher is one of them, as is Mata Hari.

Day and Night                                                                                                               M.C.Escher
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Interestingly, my wife can read Fries but she can’t speak
or understand it spoken.  Most mornings I read the local
newspaper on-line and in the Frisian section there’s 
always a cartoon which I often ask her to translate.
She is about 90% accurate, her imagination
often taking care of the remaining 10%.
This is quite remarkable.  Friesian is a 
language of “guttering sounds” and 
involves a lot of tongue-twisting.
There’s a 30 KM dyke from Friesland 
to Noord Holland, called the 
“Afsluitdijk” (afsluiten = to close).
On the little map you can see a line 
going from the left of Friesland to the county of Noord Holland.
That’s the Afsluitdijk.    Construction took from 1919 till 1932.
Even by today’s standards this almost straight construction is a marvellous bit 
of water-engineering, let alone when it was designed and done in the early 
1900’s.   Waterworks are something the Dutch are well known for worldwide.  
This dyke turned the sea, which was protruding into the middle of the Country 
of the Netherlands, into a lake.  It then also set the wheels in motion for the 
reclaiming of land, areas called “polders”.   Originally, Flevoland was not 
meant to be the end of reclamation. “Markerwaard” was also planned but fell 
victim to the Green Brigade.   This polder was envisaged between Flevoland 
and Noord Holland and for the larger part attached to NH.  The plan was to 
leave about a 3 to 5 KM wide expanse of water between Flevoland and the 
Markerwaard, maintaining access to Amsterdam’s harbour, all the way from 
Friesland, a distance of about 100 KM as the crow flies.   Lately, there have 
been calls again to re-surrect this plan - The Netherlands needs more space 
to build.   Friesland is very much a county of water - there are several lakes 
and waterways between all the main towns provide a great deal of pleasure 
for those who prefer to relax or live at or on the water.   Northwards from 
Friesland and  in front of the Dutch coast, are a number of small islands.   
These are very much the favourites of Germans, specially the most eastern 
ones, so in summertime you’ll find more German spoken there than the native 
language.   It is then very annoying to me as a Dutchman to be spoken to in 
German when going into a local shop or cafe there.        contributed by  John De Lang
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Gardener’s Delight.

Many members may remember In July 2010, I arranged for a personal guided 
tour, with the head gardener, to visit the National Trust property of Standen. 
Some of us met in a pub for lunch before the tour.   The feedback after the visit 
was that all members had enjoyed the occasion.
I managed to arrange this visit, as I am a volunteer at Standen.  I have 
volunteered for 12 years and, to my recollection, I have only been contacted 
twice not to come in on a Thursday (my gardening day) because of storms in 
the winters of 2017 and 2019.    That was until present, now all the National 
Trust properties are closed.   I have worked in most conditions, rain, snow and 
on the odd occasion sunshine !
The fulltime gardening team has also changed for various reasons.   The head 
gardener has steered the ship through some tricky situations.   Had it not been 
for him, his enthusiasm and encouragement, there would not be so many 
volunteers as there are today.
The garden has changed tremendously over the years as we have been 
bringing it back to the time when the Beales were in residence. It would not be 
possible to list all the changes as there have been so many.
This time of the year at Standen is at its best with the tulips in full bloom. 
If you would like to see what the garden looks like now, please put the 
following link in your computer’s browser :

http://youtu.be/WHfXqbawthc
If anybody is interested in volunteering, or becoming a Friend of Standen, 
please let me know !              

Customer walks into a Travel Agency and says : ‘I’ve been ringing your office 
number for two days and can’t get through, are your phones alright ?
Girl behind counter checks the phone and says : it’s working fine.
Customer : I’ve got your number in the phone’s memory, I’ll try it again now, 
and you can see it doesn’t work.
Customer makes the call but the phone is not ringing.
Girl : which number are you ringing Sir ?
Customer : 0900 1800.
Girl : where did you get that number ?
Customer : it is there, on your front door.
Girl : ‘Sir, they are our opening hours’.                                                 unknown source

contributed by Roy Page
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Port Isaac Conundrum.

In the summer of 1944 my parents and I had a week’s holiday in Port Isaac 
in north Cornwall.   Most of you will know this place as the setting of the TV 
series Doc Martin, where it is known as Port Wenn.   One lovely afternoon 
my father and I went for a long clifftop walk.   We were about four miles from 
Port Isaac when suddenly we heard a really enormous explosion.   Hundreds 
of birds shot into the air, but we could see no sign of the cause, on sea or 
land.   On our return to Port Isaac, no one had heard anything, and there 
was nothing in the following day’s newspaper.   For over seventy five years 
I have often wondered about this event but was `’none the wiser`’ until last 
year when….   I was watching a TV programme on sea wrecks.  A group of 
amateur sea divers had been exploring the North Cornwall coast (which has 
been a ship graveyard over the centuries) and they had come across three or 
four previously unrecorded wrecks, which appear to be completely smashed 
up submarines.   No one at the Admiralty or anyone else knew or would 
reveal any information.   The divers group gradually completed the following 
scenarios (which were partly confirmed by Admiralty records).   During the 
Second World War ships travelling up the Bristol Channel / travelling to 
Bristol or South Wales were harassed by U-boats.   Much of the Channel had 
been mined, but there was a mine-free channel in the centre.   Someone in 
the Navy or the Admiralty had the bright idea of resetting the mines at a much 
lower level so that ships could safely pass one another, but submarines were 
in grave danger of hitting one set at the lower level.   Strangely, no-one at 
the Admiralty or the Germans would know whether the plan was successful.   
However I am sure that my father and I were the only “ear witnesses” of the 
destruction of a U-boat.   My seventy five year puzzlement has now been 
resolved.  

Port Isaac

contributed by  Arthur Meaton
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Just before closing time a woman walks into a shop and buys an item of  £2. 
She gives the shopkeeper a £10 note.  Unfortunately, since he’s only just 
cashed up, he has no change in the till.   He goes to the shopkeeper next 
door and comes back with 5 coins of £2.   He gives the woman her £8 
change.   Next day the shopkeeper is told that the tenner was counterfeit so he 
apologises to his neighbour and gives him 2 notes of £5.    The shop operates 
on a 25% profit basis, so what is the nett amount our shopkeeper has lost ?

Page Ten Teasers

what are these 3 well-known sayings ?
Issue 1  Xword solutions :     
Across: 1 Bat, 3 Mop, 5 Amen, 8 Adept, 9 Outside, 10 Kestrel, 12 Ewell, 13 Tar, 
15 Argus, 17 Top, 19 Manic, 20 Angelic, 23 Andante, 24 India, 25 Mess, 
26 Tie, 27 Nod.         
Down: 1 Bracket, 2 Tress, 3 Mater, 4 Prowl, 5 Antlers, 6 Exigent, 7 Teal, 11 Err, 
14 Ranidae, 15 Accents, 16 Urn, 18 Po-chard, 19 Mean, 20 Alert, 21 Glide, 

How many Ducks do you see ? What’s the answer ?
If you are looking at this on your computer screen or iPAD, it would help to 
enlarge the images.  If you printed it, a magnifying glass can do wonders !
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In an office :
WOULD THE PERSON WHO BORROWED THE LADDER YESTERDAY PLEASE 
PUT IT BACK IN ITS PLACE OR FURTHER STEPS WILL BE TAKEN.

On a leaflet :
IF YOU CAN’T READ, THIS LEAFLET TELLS YOU HOW TO GET YOUR FREE 
LESSONS ON MONDAYS WITH OUR ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM.

Letter to a newspaper from an old (and wiser) stager.

Yea, verily, the older man, having retired from ye RAF in 1982, yet wears his 
uniform shirt to do the gardening.
And truly, with a flick of the iron, it would even now, though it be full 40 years 
old, suit a parade. And lo! The older man, being wise, did look and the shirt 
was made in Northern Ireland by ye Ladybird company, and the older man 
saw that it was good.
Whereas, even now, still serving in ye RAF, the younger man, being the second 
born of the older man, looked again at his shirt, full nine months old, and saw 
it was tired and worn.
Yea, and the collar thereof being frayed, he did cast it out and spent of his 
purse, as he were wont oft times to do and lamented with much wailing.
He too, looked, and saw that which he had cast out and that which he had 
bought yet again, were made in China. And the younger man saw that it was 
unacceptable.
Will the current generation, used to cheap Chinese goods, realise that 
cheap today is expensive in the longer term and that supporting our own 
manufacturers is beneficial not only to the country but to every individual and 
the generations to come ?

contributed by Mike Livesey

unknown source

Capital punishment is our society’s recognition of the sanctity of human life.
                  Orrin Hatch, Republican Senator from Utah

Tech Support:  ‘In the bottom left hand side of the screen, is an OK button.   
Can you see it, and click on it ?’
Customer: ‘Wow. How can you see my screen from India ?

unknown source



And finally...

Even in these dark days there are still enough reasons to celebrate !

In May we pay tribute to the parents of the following people :

John Startup - 1st
Jeremy Vevers - 1st
Bob Smith - 21st
Ian Bowring - 27th
Max Hofmann - 30th

Please let us know if your birthday was not, or wrongly mentioned.

The editor always has the last word.....

I would like to say a very warm “thank you” to those people who have, with 
their contributions, made this second issue of proBITS  possible - take a bow !

Contributions for the next issue are very welcome (if not essential) - and you 
now have enough time on your hands !     Please email to :

probits@icloud.com

Receipt by 2nd June would be much apprecited, that gives enough time to 
prepare the next issue which will see the light of day on the 9th.


